estate occupied by farm owners, farm labourers and miners. During this time Retire had two
access roads as stated on the tithe map and shown on the 1910 financial map. The remaining
route was that of privately held farm yards and lanes. We also believe that if it was
responsibility to investigate the claim historically he has failed in his duties. If Mr
is basing this recommendation on historical maps then we believe his
recommendation should not stop short at point D. Historically there was an access road
along Tithes 536 on the 1840 tithe map which came from Withielgoose to enter retire from
the north and ended at point D on your map. This was shown as a road on the tithe map
is currently proposing. The public road shown on tithe map as
unlike the route Mr
tithe 536 is not shown on Cornwall Councils Definitive Map as any public right of way. It is
.ntentions to use
not listed as a road, footpath or byway. We believe if it is
historical maps as present day facts, then the proposed restricted byway from route A-D, B
E and F-C should be extended to include all historical public roads. We believe the restricted
byway if approved should include the route along tithe 536 which goes from Point D on
your map north through to Withielgoose. If the restricted byway fails to include this section
then we believe the need to open up the route as recommended to connect up historic roads
as a restricted byway is irrelevant and should be discarded due to the fact the proposed route
does not go anywhere. We would also like to point out that the road from point D north to
Withielgoose has been partially extinguished and now covered by fields. To re-establish this
historic public road would mean to cross these fields.
14. I would like to ask what purpose does a restricted byway serve along the intended route?
There is no public interest along this route. Is this a covert means to connect up all three
footpaths (footpaths4,5 and 6). is this because you lmow the evidence submitted by the
own words has been dismissed? Are you now looking
applicant is weak and in
at alternative ways to connect the three footpaths which historically have never been
connected as historically the footpaths all start from Retire for the benefit of the residents.
The number of people who walk these footpaths is minimal. Footpath 4 is now hlocked and
not used and we feel it should be extinguished to save public funds as footpath 5 goes to the
same destination.
15. Your assumption that the 3 footpaths terminated short of a highway has failed to take into
account why the footpaths were created in the first place. Historically the footpaths were
created by the local land owner to allow his farm workers to access local hubs. Footpath 6
would of likely been created to access the farmstead at Lanjew. Footpath 4 would have been
created to allow farm workers access to Withiel for access to schools, church and shops etc.
and footpath 5 would have been created to allow farm workers access to the blacksmiths
forge mn by the
~amily and the convenience shop at shop hill. The footpaths where
established as a means for the residents of retire to access local amenities in the days prior to
the bicycle and car. These were all used by local farm workers who had easements with the
farm owner to use the lanes and yards running fromA-D B-E and F-C on your map dated
1Th May 2018. There was never any public access along these lanes. The footpaths all
originated from retire and there are numerous accounts of this from local farmers born and
bred in Retire. The population of retire has historically been much higher then it is today due
to overcrowding of farm workers and mine workers and there is evidence of this in your
records at Truro. To assume that the surveyors understood the lane where paths exited the
fields was already a public highway is an assumption. I can reasonably assume that they also
understood the true nature of the footpaths original pmpose which is more then likely the
case.
16. The tithe map of 1840 shows tithes paid on all parcels of land in question. The tithes where
listed as a private lane section A-Band various waste land and farm yards on the rest of the
land. All parcels paid a tithe. The only public roads where that from the north which started
at Withielgoose the start of which has since been extinguished. This stopped at point D on
your map. This leaves a small section which is now unaccessible by the public without

crossing privately held fields. It is also worth noting that the council has never adopted this
section of the road and it does not show on the Cornwall councils definitive map. Therefore
it is fair to ask that this be extingujshed from the argument. The second section of road is
that from the south which stops at the estate office at point f on your map. This is now the
main and only maintained section of road in retire.
17. I object to the words presumption and assume being used they are contrary factors and are
simply conjecture not a fact.
18.
here for 32 years and during this period no public have had any rights of way
over my land. No public have used this land during this time and as such there is no need for
the public to use my land in particular routes B-C on your map which has been fenced off
since I moved in.
19. I personally feel this modification order for a restricted byway is a back door attempt to gain
public footpath access through the private property within Retire. This is due to the
insufficient evidence submitted by the applicant.
20. I am concerned that this is an attempt by Cornwall Council to establish a short cut for the
Saints Way which is a Gold Path, to avoid Ella's lane which at times is inaccessible due to
flooding. As Cornwall Councils budget is stretched I believe this is an attempt to run Saints
way through Retire which is better privately maintained by local residents and farmers
unlike the Councils maintained section of Ella's lane.
21. Its noted with curiosity that _
is mentioned numerous times in the notice order and
yet other residents who it directly effects have not been mentioned. I believe its the land
owners of the lane which should be noted by the public. This is not _
22. The proposed route will pass within 20 meters of my farmhouse, my garden and agricultural
livestock barns.

Summary
This case has been ongoing for 15 years, it has caused me untold su·ess and anxiety and I am hoping
for a just decision to be made swiftly. This decision has the potential to impact the value of my
house by £60,000 causing a financial impact to me personally and my family. We are aware that
safety and security is not considered when malting the order but crime in the countryside is up 22%
and I feel by opening up a footpath through Retire is creating a potential risk to residents.
The route from F-B and B-C has been laid to concrete by my predecessors and has been maintained
by myself during my ownership. The section E-B, B-C is my only vehicle access and is in
continued use as a private right of way by myself to my farmstead. There has been no public access
along this route during the period I have resided here. I strongly recommend that if the order is
granted thal a risk assessment should be carried out by the local authorities as I have concerns for
the public's safety and the local authority should be held accountable. As proven the lane in question
has been in private ownership since the 1840 Tithe map and continues to be so today. There has
never been any public rights of way whatsoever over the entire proposed route and this continues to
be the case.
As previously stated I request all communication between myself and the local authority be taken
into consideration when malting a decision on this modification order.

